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Abstract— Tourism is an industry that is growing rapidly. It has a lot of models are offered in one of them is cultural tourism. Examples of cultural tourism is a temple and a museum. In addition to temples and museums, the government chooses to conduct activities such as Dieng Culture Festival. Through these activities, public can know more about the traditional ceremonies and moral values of Dieng. However, interest in the festival begins to decrease each year. That is because the lack of media campaign that resulted in people becoming unaware and less concerned about the cultural tourism. If it continues, the cultural attractions such as museums will sink and disappear eroded by age. In this study, will discuss ways of promoting cultural tourism through the use of technology so that cultural tourism can be known internationally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many areas of tourism is a commodity in order to increase local income [1]. One of them is the Central Java tourism as one of the leading sectors in regional income. It is not independent of the location of Central Java at the center of the island of Java where the rate of economic growth is very rapid. Tourism potentials of Central Java are extremely diverse. Among them is the nature of Dieng, cultural tourism in Prambanan and Borobudur and various other attractions. Borobudur and Dieng are one of the mainstay attractions of Central Java. According Ganjar Pranowo as the Governor of Central Java, Borobudur and Dieng are tied to the social environment so attractive to attract tourists, especially foreign tourists [2]. Given that the benefit is doubled because in addition to sightseeing, tourists can also get to know and learn the culture of the region at the venue. One example is the introduction to the culture through Dieng Culture Festival event held once every year at Dieng temple area which is always crowded with visitors. The event in Dieng Culture Festival is the ceremonial hair cutting of dreadlocks children who are the descendants of the original residents of Dieng. At the event visitors can see first hand the cutting procession of the dreadlocks. But there are constraints in the availability of facilities and infrastructure so that not all tourists can enjoy the event. Beside the lack of media promotion and use of conventional
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Definition of Culture

Culture according to the Sanskrit word is derived from the word "Buddhayah", which is the plural of buddhi that has meaning and a sense of gratitude [8]. Meanwhile, the father of Anthropology in Indonesia, Koenjtaraningrat, defines culture as a whole system of ideas, actions, and also the works of human creativity in order to build community life [9]. So culture can be considered also as a guide for behavior in society. According to the Dictionary of Indonesian Language, culture can be defined as an idea, an intellectuality, and a habit that is difficult to change. This enables culture to be inherited and is not lost in the cultural life of the community as well as to be used as a guideline. There are also several other experts such as Edward and Taylor who reveal that culture is the ability of a person as a result of the person’s membership in the society which is eventually led to a new culture in which there are knowledge, belief, art and other capabilities that distinguish one culture with other culture [10]. It also means that culture is the result of interaction between people in a group that produces an idea in which there are knowledge, belief, art, morals, customs and laws that eventually forms a culture.

According to Ki Hajar Dewantara, culture is the result of human mind that comes from human struggles against two strong influences that are nature and age (nature and society) [11]. In addition culture is also an evidence of human achievement in the face of life's obstacles to achieve happiness and salvation that is orderly and safe. Therefore, a nation will be stronger if their culture can be a guide in their lives because every culture has been created through various obstacles to achieve success. A different opinion expressed by CA. van Peursen who found that manifestation of culture is the life of every person which is different from animals [12]. So it can be said that a person is different from the animals if a person has guidelines on the values contained in the culture. Based on the above definition it can be concluded that the role of culture is very important in the life of a nation because culture is the result of human thought which has the value contained therein. Of the value produces characteristic that can be the identity of a nation. Although the use of culture in daily life is abstract but without culture then someone will find it difficult to interact with people.

2.2. The development of Traditional Culture

In the modern era the pace of development of traditional culture falters due to the growing pace of technology. Besides that the lack of the government's role in handling traditional culture also affects the preservation of the culture. One example is Gambang Semarang. Gambang Semarang, the traditional cultural heritage of Semarang, starts to lose its popularity among the people. The data gathered by the Department of Culture and Tourism Semarang indicate that there are only 7 groups in Semarang since
2005-2008 that tries to preserve Gambang Semarang. Out of seven groups, there is only one group named Merby under JAYADI owned by Mr. and Mrs. Grace which is still showing Gambang Semarang [5]. This happens because the lack of human resource development and the role of local governments in responding to preservation of culture. If a culture is preserved then the culture will not be lost. At the same time it will increase local revenue because it attracts foreign tourists to come to the area. In modern age, the regional culture in the form of art begins to be abandoned due to lack of vision and the difficulty of maintaining the authenticity of the arts. In addition, telecommunication development is increasingly easy for people to have a variety of options to enjoy the arts.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A study required methods to obtain valid data. Therefore, in this study the first thing to do is literature review. Literature review is conducted to strengthen the data that has been obtained and that can be applied.

A literature review was conducted using interviews and observation. The interview was done to the informant from the Public Relations Department of Tourism and Culture of Central Java and Central Java Field Section of Antiquities and Museum Department of Culture and Tourism of the Central Java Province, Mrs. Lela. In interview process, there were several questions that are used to obtain information.

Meanwhile, the method of observation was carried out to collect data and information on cultural tourism in Central Java. Information is also obtained from Culture and Tourism Office document entitled "Data of Unmoving Heritage". There are 18 cities and counties that have cultural tourism and most of the cultural attractions in that book are not widely known to the public.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Interviews conducted by the Public Relations Department of Tourism and Culture in Central Java which obtained 1681 data recorded cultural heritages that exist in Central Java. 113 of such cultural heritage are museums and temples. But not all museums are cultural tourism. So they need the screening. After negotiating with the Section Field of Antiquities and Museum Department of Culture and Tourism of the Province of Central Java, Mrs Lela, the data of 15 museums are included in the grouping of cultural tourism.

From the discussions with the Section Field of History, the data suggest a fall and a gap of visitors each year. This happens because the cultural tourism promotion in that particular museum and some temples are not well known to the public. The government has also done a variety of ways such as remodel and rearranges the contents of the museum so that tourists do not easily get bored when visiting the museum. There are also festivals held in the courtyard of the temple or museum so that tourists can enjoy the show while at the same time can learn about the culture. But the promotion is still considered inadequate so they need good media campaign that can attract tourists such as the use of technology.

V. RESULTS

There are 1681 cultural heritages in Central Java, 73 tourist cultural destinations is not frequented because they are not known to the society. Hence the need for packaging in the media promotion of cultural tourism is urgent so not only famous museums and temples that get a lot of visitors but also other objects yet known by the public can get visitors. Then, the balance in the preservation of culture in Central Java can be maintained. In addition, the use of technology such as social media and website is also needed to be considered as a medium of promotion. The increasingly developed advanced technology can make rapid spread of information and can spread the area of coverage area. Therefore, the data of not known cultural attractions...
coupled with the use of technology such as social media and website will create a special attraction for tourists because in addition to providing new destinations, it can also be used as the preservation of cultural tourism.
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